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“We are what we can remember”

• We have several types of memory (short-term, long-term, explicit, implicit, 

working, etc.). All are based on changes in synaptic weights.

• It is widely accepted that long-term memories of all kinds are stored in the 

brain in the patterns of synaptic weights in the relevant brain areas (i.e. 

cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, etc.).

• It turns out that the so-called primary sensory areas exhibit synaptic 

plasticity only during the so-called critical periods of time after birth whereas 

many areas of the cortex are plastic all the time, i.e.

– Associative areas of the neocortex (frontal, prefrontal, parietal, etc.)

– Hippocampus

– Cerebellum, Basal ganglia, amygdala, etc.
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Long-term memory: types and localisation
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Hebb’s rule of synaptic plasticity (1949)

• “When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly 

or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic 

change takes place in one or both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of 

the cells firing B, is increased.”
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Hebb rule: mathematical formula

• Input is denoted by x, synaptic weight as w, output is y and Dw means 

change of synaptic weight over time:

• Hebb rule does not explicitly contain condition for synaptic depression, 

thus weights can only increase.

• The problem with weights growing to infinity has been solved by 

modifications like

– Adding various forms of a decay term (e.g. Dw = xy – l w)

– Weigths’ re-normalization after each update

– BCM modification function that prevents weights to go to infinity

Δ𝑤 = 𝑥 𝑦

x         w y

𝑤 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑡 + Δ𝑤
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Bienenstock, Cooper & Munro (BCM) theory (1982) 
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•  is the modification function, the sign of  which determines the sign of  Dw.

• Value of  the modification threshold M depends on the average of  the 

square of  neuron’s past activity over the time interval , i.e.  y2  . 

• Dependent variables: weights wj , inputs xj , output y and threshold  M

• Parameters:  the learning speed,  the proportionality constant and  the 

integration period of  temporal average of  the past activity.

Dw
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Input with the weak activity will depress

Homeostatic (balancing) properties of  M

Input with strong activity will potentiate

• M varies as a function of prior time-averaged postsynaptic activity.

• M varies for all excitatory synapses on the postsynaptic cell.

• M value determines that some synapses will strengthen, and some will 
weaken, leading to an overall balance of all inputs.
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XCAL model of O’Reilly

• XCAL = eXtended Contrastive Attractor Learning model

• It is an unsupervised learning model inspired by the BCM dynamic 

threshold for LTP, but includes also a threshold for depression LTD.

• So XCAL works with two thresholds: − and + and Ca2+ concentration.
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The function f xcal

• Let x be the activity of the sending 

neuron and y be the activity of the 

receiving neuron. Then the change in 

synaptic weight Dw = f xcal .

• The f xcal is the piecewise linear function 

function of the short-term average 

activity of the sending neuron (x) times 

the output receiving neuron (y), i.e. 

<xy>S

• Where LTD threshold d = 0.1 is a 

constant, and p = <y>l is the dynamic 

LTP threshold equal to the long-term 

average of the postsynaptic activity y.

xcalfw =D
d
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The function f xcal

• Let x be the activity of the sending 

neuron and y be the activity of the 

receiving neuron. Then the change in 

synaptic weight Dw = f xcal .

• The f xcal is the piecewise linear function 

mathematically expressed by the formula 

xcalfw =D

𝑓𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑙 = ൝
𝑥𝑦 − 𝜃𝑝 if 𝑥𝑦 > 𝜃𝑝𝜃𝑑

−𝑥𝑦(1 − 𝜃𝑑)/𝜃𝑑 if 𝑥𝑦 ≤ 𝜃𝑝𝜃𝑑

d

• Note: calculating the average <xy>S over the time interval S consisting of  

iterations t1, t2, …, tS:
𝑥𝑦 𝑆 =

𝑥𝑦1 + 𝑥𝑦2+. . . +𝑥𝑦𝑆
𝑆
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• Let x be the activity of the sending neuron and y be the activity of the 

receiving neuron. Then the change in synaptic weight is:

• Here xy is understood to be the short-term average synaptic activity (on a 

time scale of a few hundred milliseconds – the time scale of Calcium 

accumulation that drives synaptic plasticity, and yl is the long-term average 

activity of the postsynaptic neuron (i.e., essentially the same as in BCM, but 

without the squaring).

• yl is calculated like this (l = 1s, min a max are minimal and maximal w, resp.):  

( ) ( )lxcallsxcal xyxyfyxxyfw ,, ==D
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xcalfw =D
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Homeostasis resulting from the function f xcal

• Figure shows how the dynamic threshold  = p drives homeostatis/balance:

• Neurons that have low average activity  = <y>l  are much more likely to 

increase their weights because the threshold  is low (the graph in the middle), 

while those that have high average activity are much more likely to decrease 

their weights because the threshold  is high (the graph on the right).
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Unsupervised learning leads to self-organisation of weights

• Critical elements of the self-organizing learning dynamics in the network of 

excitatory and inhibitory neurons:

– Inhibitory competition – only the most strongly driven neurons get 

over the inhibitory inputs, and can get active. These are the ones whose 

current synaptic weights best fit ("detect") the current input pattern.

– Rich get richer, i.e. positive feedback loop – only those neurons that 

get active are capable of learning (b/c when y = 0, then xy = 0, and the 

fxcal = 0 ). Thus, the neurons that already detect the current input are the 

ones that get to further strengthen their ability to detect these inputs.

– Homeostasis. Raising the dynamic threshold  for highly active 

neurons, causes their weights to decrease for all but their most preferred 

input patterns, and thus restoring homeostasis. 
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Error-Driven Learning

• Self-organizing or unsupervised learning is commonly used for finding 

meaningful groupings inherent in the data and exploratory purposes.

• In supervised learning, our goal is to match the input with output using 

available data.

• To learn these more challenging types of problems, we need error-driven 

learning. Intuitively, error-driven learning is much more powerful because it 

drives learning based on differences between the actual and desired 

output y not just the dynamics of input and output signals. 

• Differences (or errors) between expectation and real outcome tell us 

much more precisely what we need to do to learn to solve a problem.
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Medium-time scale dynamic threshold

• The same floating threshold behaviour from the BCM-like self-organizing 

aspect of XCAL learning can be adapted to perform error-driven learning, 

in the form of differences between a real outcome vs. an expectation. 

• Specifically, we speed up the time scale for computing the floating threshold 

and also have it to reflect synaptic activity, not just the receiver activity, i.e.: 

• where <y>m is the new medium-time scale average synaptic activity, 

which we think of as reflecting an emerging expectation about the current 

situation, which develops over roughly a second of neural activity. The most 

recent, short-term neural activity <xy>s reflects the actual outcome.

( ) ( )mmssxcalmsxcal yxyxfyxxyfw ,, ==D
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Medium-time scale dynamic threshold

• The figure shows how the dynamic threshold as a function of medium-term 

average synaptic activity produces error-driven learning:

• If the short-term average outcome <xy>s produces greater activation of 

neurons than did expectation  = <xy>m , the weights go up (middle graph), 

while neurons that decreased their activity states as a result of the outcome

<xy>s will have their weights go down (the right-most graph). This is 

illustrated above in the cases of low vs. high expectations.
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The weight change in error-driven XCAL

• Synaptic activity over the medium time frame, to which the short-term 

outcome is compared, i.e. their difference, is used to adjust the weights:

• There are 3 possible scenarios:

1) First, when the expectation is equal to the outcome, i.e. <xy>m = <xy>s . 

Then their difference and hence the Dw = 0. So once we obtain perfection, 

we stop learning.

2) Second, the expectation is higher than the outcome, i.e. <xy>m > <xy>s . 

The difference will be a negative number, and the weights will thus decrease, 

so that we will lower our expectations.

3) Third, if the expectation is lower than the outcome, i.e. <xy>m < <xy>s

then the weight change will be positive, and thus increase the future 

expectation. 

mmss yxyxw −D
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Error-driven learning in a neural network

• The key idea behind the error-backpropagation learning is that error signals 

arising in an output layer propagate backward down to earlier (hidden) 

layers to drive learning in these earlier layers, so that the network can 

eventually produce the correct expectations on the output layer. 

• Difference between expectation and outcome is propagated backwards 

whereas outcome is calculated in a forward manner, and these two phases 

alternate until the learning is stopped.
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The LEABRA framework

• LEABRA stands for Learning 

in an Error-driven and 

Associative, Biologically 

Realistic Algorithm – the name 

is intended to evoke the "Libra" 

balance scale, where in this case 

the balance is reflected in the 

combination of error-driven 

and self-organizing learning 

("associative" is another name 

for Hebbian-like learning).

• The FFFB inhibitory function 

producing k-Winners-Take-All

dynamics is also implemented in 

the LEABRA framework. (k > 0 

is a positive integer parameter)
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Combination of Self-Organizing and Error-Driven Learning in the 

LEABRA framework

• Combination of both forms of learning within the LEABRA framework 

amounts to merging the two different definitions of the floating threshold 

. A weighted average of the two ’s is computed, using a "lambda" 

parameter 0 < l < 1 to weight the long-term receiver neuron average (self-

organizing) relative to the medium-term expectation: 

• The more long term yl (higher l) contributes, the more it computes the 

BCM-like self-organizing learning, while the more the medium-term

contributes ym (smaller l), the more it computes error-driven learning.

• The lambda parameter may differ according to the brain area (i.e., some 

brain systems learn more about statistical regularities, whereas others are 

more focused on minimizing error), and even it may be dynamically 

regulated (i.e. due to transient changes in neuromodulators like DA, ACh, 

5-HT, etc.).

( )( )mlmssxcal yyxyxfw )1(, ll −+=D
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Minus and plus phase in LEABRA

• In the simulator, the period of time during which the medium-term 

expectation <xy>m is calculated in the network of neurons, before it gets to 

be compared the short-term average outcome <xy>s , is referred to as the 

minus phase. 

• The subsequent period, in which the outcome <xy>s is observed (and the 

activations evolve by updating the weights to reflect the influence of that 

short-term outcome) is referred to as the plus phase. 

• It is the difference between this expectation and outcome that 

represents the error signal in XCAL error-driven learning.

• Therefore the terms “minus and plus” – the minus phase activations are 

subtracted from those in the plus phase to drive weight changes. 
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The timing in LEABRA

• How do the neurons 'know' which phase they are in? Timing involves an 

internally-generated alpha-frequency (10 Hz in 100 msec periods) cycle of 

expectation followed by outcome.

• A Trial lasts 100 msec (10 Hz, alpha frequency), and comprises one 

sequence of expectation – outcome learning, organized into 4 quarters.

– Reasoning: the deep neocortical layers (layers 5, 6) and the thalamus have a 

natural oscillatory rhythm at the alpha frequency. 

• A Quarter lasts 25 msec (40 Hz, gamma frequency) – the first 3 quarters (75 

msec) form the expectation / minus phase, and the final quarter are the 

outcome / plus phase.

– Reasoning: the superficial neocortical layers (layers 2, 3) have a gamma frequency 

oscillation.

• A Cycle represents 1 msec of processing, where each neuron updates its 

membrane potential according to the equations covered in the Neuron 

chapter.
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Dynamics of eXtended Contrastive Attractor Learning

• The part Contrastive Attractor Learning (CAL) 

refers to that the network is settling into an 

attractor state, where expectation = outcome.

• When the pattern of activity associated with the 

expectation xmym is far from the short-term 

outcome xsys, the difference between these two 

states will be large, and learning will drive weight 

changes so that in future, the expectation will more 

closely reflect the outcome.

• The X part of XCAL means using a time-averaged 

activity state <xy>m and <xy>s eXtended across the 

entire settling trajectory of the states.


